TAU Performance System training course
Practical Sheet 2: Instrumenting and Running a test programme
This practical will cover the use of the TAU Performance System to profile a sample code.
The sample code we will use is AMG2013, a parallel algebraic multigrid solver for linear
systems arising from problems on unstructured grids. It is written in C.
Load the VM. This practical will use a pre-installed version of TAU, set up as for Practical
Sheet 1. Load the default TAU configuration by entering
tau_defaults
First, obtain the source code and unpack:
wget https://computation.llnl.gov/projects/codesign/download/amg2013.tgz
tar xvzf amg2013.tgz
cd AMG2013
2.1)

Using library interposition to compile AMG2013

Begin by profiling the source code using Library interposition (‘Method 1 in Practical Sheet
1). From the AMG2013 folder, configure the code with MPI support only, by setting the
following variables in the file Makefile.include
INCLUDE_CFLAGS = -O2 -DTIMER_USE_MPI
INCLUDE_LFLAGS = -lm
Then type make to compile. An executable named amg2013 will be placed in the directory
test. Navigate to this directory, and then run the amg2013 executable using the
tau_exec wrapper:
mpirun -n 4 tau_exec ./amg2013 -27pt -n 100 100 100 -P 2
2 1 > log.amg2013.27pt.100 &
Where -27pt solves a 27-point 3D laplace problem; where -n is the number of grid points
per process in the x, y and z direction, respectively, and -P is the MPI process topology in x,
y and z. The choice of -n 100 100 100 as a problem size gives a runtime of around 2
minutes (dependent on host CPU set-up), sufficient to generate consistent, and therefore
relatively precise results.
As the mini-app runs, 4 separate profile.* files should be generated, one for each
process. To pack these profile.* files into a single, smaller file and view the results, type
paraprof --pack profile_27pt_100.ppk
paraprof profile_27pt_100.ppk &

This will bring up a set of stacked bars representing the total time spent in a particular
function for each process, and some summary statistics (min, max etc.), as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Example output for Library interposition (tau_exec) for AMG2013
The bars are colour coded so that the same function is the same colour in each of the cars.
To see an individual process’ chart, left click on its name (i.e. node 0). An output like Figure 2
should appear. Note that because library interposition (tau_exec) is used, only timing
information for MPI functions can be seen. All functions that are from the AMG2013 code
are labelled as ‘.TAU application’

Figure 2: Example output for node 0 for Library interposition (tau_exec) for AMG2013
tau_exec can take additional flags. The type of information that is collected is controlled
by the flag -T, which defaults to ‘mpi’. Additional arguments to this flag include
• ‘io’ for I/O;
• ‘memory’ for tracking memory;
• ‘power’ for tracking power via the PAPI perf RAPL interface;
• ‘ompt’ for tracking OpenMP events.
Note that using ‘power’ and ‘ompt’ require that TAU has been compiled with these
features (see Practical Sheet 1). Using Library interposition can be useful if details of, for
example, only MPI or OpenMP timing information are required, or if these functions
dominate functions from the application. In the case of AMG2013, MPI communication is

not dominating the profile so instrumentation of the code is required to probe the
application further.
2.2)

Using source-based instrumentation to compile AMG2013

To get a more detailed profile, the amg2013 executable must be recompiled using TAU’s C
compiler wrapper script, tau_cc.sh. Go back to the root AMG2013 directory, and type
make clean to clear the previous ‘pristine’ compilation. Edit Makefile.include, so
that
CC = mpicc
reads
CC = tau_cc.sh
Then type make again. With the adjustments made in Practical 1, the output from make
shows that several operations are performed for each source file compiled. First,
tau_cc.sh is placed at the beginning of the simple compilation step for the first source
file:
tau_cc.sh -o amg_linklist.o -c -I.. -O2 -DTIMER_USE_MPI
-DHYPRE_TIMING amg_linklist.c
Then, as the use of cparse4101 has been specified instead of cparse in tau_cc.sh,
we get:
Debug: Parsing with PDT Parser.
Executing><path to PDT>/cparse4101 amg_linklist.c <list
of tau and PDT variables>
This calls the Edison Design Group parser, edgcpfe4101:
<path to PDT>/edgcpfe4101 <list of TAU and PDT variables>
-o /tmp/pdt.<filename>
amg_linklist.c
edgcpfe4101 amg_linklist.c --> /tmp/pdt.<filename>
The resulting file written to /tmp/ is then converted to a PDB intermediate format
taucpdisp4101 -t /tmp/pdt.adt30.3772.il -->
amg_linklist.pdb
Which is then instrumented with TAU’s Profiling API calls using tau_instrumentor
Debug: Instrumenting with TAU
Executing> <path to TAU install>/tau_instrumentor
amg_linklist.pdb amg_linklist.c -o amg_linklist.inst.c

The resulting *inst.c file is then compiled using the underlying compiler that TAU is
compiled with (gcc in this case) to create the *.o file specified in the initial compile
command using tau_cc.sh.
Debug: Compiling with Instrumented Code
Executing> gcc -c -O2 amg_linklist.inst.c <List of TAU
flags> -o amg_linklist.o
Intermediate files are then cleaned up:
Looking for file: amg_linklist.o
Debug: cleaning inst file
Executing> /bin/rm -f amg_linklist.inst.c
Debug: cleaning PDB file
Executing> /bin/rm -f amg_linklist.pdb
The other source files are compiled individually in a similar way, before the executable,
amg2013, is linked using tau_cc.sh:
Linking amg2013 ...
tau_cc.sh -o amg2013 amg2013.o <Linking flags>
Debug: Moving these libraries to the end of the link
line:
Debug: Linking with TAU Options
Executing> gcc -o amg2013 amg2013.o <Linking flags> <TAU
linking flags>
Notice that the <TAU linking flags> in the final step include reference to the type of
TAU configuration used to compile. In this case, links to libraries with the suffix *.gnumpi-pdt are seen, signifying that the TAU Makefile uses GNU compilers with MPI and PDT
support.
With an instrumented version of amg2013 compiled, return to the test directory and
rerun the example from Section 2.1
mpirun -n 4 amg2013 -27pt -n 100 100 100 -P 2 2 1 >
log.amg2013.27pt.100 &
This time tau_exec is not required before the call to execute amg2013. Similar to part
Section 2.1, a set of profile*. files are generated. Packing these profiles together and
observing the results, a similar set of stacked bars appear, but when looking at a process’
results, individual functions are identified by name. Alongside the name of the function is its
location, by line number, in the source file. Figure 3 shows example output from paraprof
for node 0. Note that calls to MPI functions are now interleaved with calls to AMG functions

Figure 3: example output from TAU using amg2013
This example output’s metric (and TAU’s default metric) is ‘Exclusive time’. This is the time
spent executing only the function listed and no child functions that it calls. Alternatively, one
can look at the ‘Inclusive’ time spent in a function, which does include all child functions.
From ‘Options’ list at the top, change the ‘Select Metric’ to Inclusive. You should see
something like Figure 4

Figure 4: example output for Inclusive time from TAU using amg2013
The top two entries in this table are self-explanatory, being the application itself (‘.TAU
application) and the main function of the amg2013 solver, through which all subsequent
functions are executed. Looking down the list, some functions appear in both Inclusive and
Exclusive lists. The colour coding is identical between the lists, so we can see, for example,
that the function int hypre_BoomerAMGBuildCoarseOperator uses 9.939 s of
Inclusive time, but only 6.182 s of Exclusive time.

2.3) Configuring TAU at runtime
2.3.1) Throttling
Return to the stacked bar list for all nodes. Right clicking on ‘node 0’ and selecting ‘Show
Thread Statistics Text Window’ tabulates the data from node 0 into a list. Scroll down
through the list, looking at the name of the function. Note that some functions are labelled
with [THROTTLED] in their name (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Excerpt from Thread Statistics Text window
These functions are those that TAU has determined are
a) Called many times (‘#Calls’) AND
b) Take very little time to complete by call (‘Inclusive/Call’)
Now look across to the ‘# Calls’ column and notice that [THROTTLED] functions have a call
count of 100,001, and a ‘Inclusive/Call’ value that is very low (i.e. < 1 x 10-7 s). TAU is
throttling (i.e. stopping at 100,000 calls) the profiling of these functions, because profiling
functions that are repeatedly called for short duration are likely to yield a significant
overhead to the overall performance of the code, thus increasing execution time compared
to the default version without TAU profiling. Control of the point at which functions are
throttled is given with two environment variables
TAU_THROTTLE_NUMCALLS
which is number of calls ABOVE which throttling starts (default is 100,000) and
TAU_THROTTLE_PERCALL
which is the Inclusive time per call in µs / call BELOW which throttling starts. The default is
10 µs / call (1.0 x 10-5 s / call). Note that as can be seen in Figure 5, the default unit for
Inclusive/Call in paraprof is s / call - this can be changed by going to Options à select Units
à microseconds, but this will set all timings to microseconds, which might not be useful for
total time.

Both conditions must be satisfied for a function to be throttled. To see how changing these
environment variables affects results, type:
export TAU_THROTTLE_NUMCALLS=4000
export TAU_THROTTLE_PERCALL=1000
mpirun -n 4 amg2013 -27pt -n 100 100 100 -P 2 2 1 >
log.amg2013.27pt.100 &
Pack the results up and look at them in paraprof. You should notice that the function char
hypre_CAlloc(int, int) is now throttled. Previously, it was called 5000 times and
used 700 µs Inclusive Time/Call, but the above environment variables means TAU stops
collecting results at 4000 calls as its Inclusive Time/Call is under 1000 µs. Note that an
additional environment variable
export TAU_COMPENSATE=1
tells TAU to attempt to compensate for the overhead of profiling functions by removing this
overhead from the results.
Before moving on to the next section, ensure any changes made to the TAU runtime
environment variables are reset to their defaults, by executing the tau_defaults alias
tau_defaults
to prevent TAU running with a mixture of different runtime environment variables
2.3.2) Callpath profiling
So far, the above analysis has not looked at the relationship functions have to each other.
We cannot see from the results, for example, whether one function is called times from
many different locations in the source code or from a single point. To look at this, TAU
needs to profile the callpath. By default, the environment variables
TAU_CALLPATH=0
TAU_CALLPATH_DEPTH=2
are set. Enabling callpath profiling by setting the first variable to 1, but only to a ‘depth’ of 2,
which places each function, regardless where it is called, at the same level. Try typing
tau_defaults
export TAU_CALLPATH=1
export TAU_CALLPATH_DEPTH=15
mpirun -n 4 amg2013 -27pt -n 100 100 100 -P 2 2 1 >
log.amg2013.27pt.100 &
Pack these results and load using paraprof. Bring up the results for node 0. you will see
slightly different results. Before looking further, change the order in which callpaths are
shown by enabling

File à Preferences à Reverse call paths
from the option menu. This means that the last function called in the path appears first.
Now look at the results again (see Figure 6 for an example).

Figure 6: Exclusive time with TAU_CALLPATH_DEPTH=15
MPI_Waitall() uses 10.693 s of exclusive time, but beneath it is MPI_Waitall() <=
int hypre_ParCSRCommHandleDestory(…) with 8.003 s of exclusive time. The
arrow in this callpath pointing to MPI_Waitall() indicates that the function pointing to
MPI_Waitall() called MPI_Waitall(), and the arrows and functions to the right
show the entire callpath all the way back to int (main(int, char **). Looking
further down, MPI_Waitall()appears again, with 1.071 s exclusive time at the end of a
different callpath.
Note that Paraprof lists timings for a function without its callpath and with all different
callpaths alongside each other in the above chart. For example, the two very top lines show
int hypre_BoomerAMGBuildMultipass (…) using 74.028 s of exclusive time,
and also int hypre_BoomerAMGBuildMultipass (…)<== int
hypre_BoomerAMGSetup(…) using 74.028 s of exclusive time. This also indicates that
only 1 callpath leads to int hypre_BoomerAMGBuildMultipass in the AMG2013
code.
One can also interrogate the callpath further by right clicking on the node name, and
clicking ‘Show Thread Statistics Table’. From the menu, click on the arrow by .TAU
application to expand the function to show the next callpath member, int
main(int, char **) (see Figure 7a).

Figure 7a: Thread Statistics Table, Part 1
Clicking on int main(int, char **) shows the next level of functions. This contains
a long list of functions, but the colour codes show where to focus attention: blue is less
expensive, red is more. In this example, scrolling down shows that int
HYPRE_PCGSetup and int HYPRE_PCGSolve are coloured orange and green (see
Figure 7b)

Figure 7b, Thread Statistics Table, Part 2
These two functions use 107.095 and 22.265 s of Inclusive time, respectively, which adds up
to 129 s, a significant fraction of the 131 s of Inclusive time that int main(int char
**) uses. Clicking on int HYPRE_PCGSetup and following the brightest colours allows
one to explore the functions that make up the total Inclusive time of 107.095 s by finding
where this time is used up Exclusively by a function contained within int
HYPRE_PCGSetup (see Figure 7c).

Figure 7c: Thread Statistics Table, Part 3

Figure 7c shows that
•
•
•

6.463 s is spent exclusively in int hypre_BoomerAMG
BuildCoarseOperator;
74.028 s is spent exclusively in int hypre_BoomerAMGBuildMultipass;
8.963 s is spent exclusively in int hypre_BoomerAMGCoarsenRuge.

These three functions add up to around 90 s of the 107 s of Inclusive time spent in int
HYPRE_PCGSetup. Profiling the callpath deeply therefore allows the user access to
significantly more information and can pinpoint the location in a code of a bottleneck or
expensive call much more precisely than with a ‘flat’ profile.

2.3.3) Other options
One can look at MPI communication patterns in more depth. Restore the defaults, and set
TAU_COMM_MATRIX to 1
tau_defaults
export TAU_COMM_MATRIX=1
mpirun -n 4 amg2013 -27pt -n 100 100 100 -P 2 2 1 >
log.amg2013.27pt.100 &
Pack and open the results using paraprof. Navigate to Windows à Communication Matrix,
and you should see something like Figure 8.

Figure 8: Example output from TAU Communication Matrix for AMG2013
This chart demonstrates that processes that are located close to each other (i.e. process 1 to
process 0) send a greater number of messages to each other than those further away (e.g.
process 3 fewer messages to processes 0). The option ‘Dataset’ can be changed to other
variables, such as the total volume of information passed.
2.4) Summary
The above has given an introduction to using TAU to Profile and instrument code. It has
shown:
1. How to use tau_exec to profile any code using library interposition and the
options available;
2. How to use source-based PDT instrumentation to compile a code;
3. How to use paraprof and understand the difference between exclusive and inclusive
time;
4. How to adjust TAU runtime environment variables to
a. Throttle ‘cheap’ functions;
b. Profile the callpath;
c. Profile communication patterns.

